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TWO CAUSES FOR
misapplication OF
LANJLAGEfitf IT T RULES
by david C butler does not know how to form the present per-

fect tense or how to nominatizenominative and embed
incorrect application of rules in a foreign one sentence in another the second problem

language may stem from at least two basic is illustrated by a student who does not know
causes 1 failure to master the operational or in what semantic contexts what commu-

nicationtransformational component of a rule and ni situations present perfect tense is
2 failure to learn a rules true domain of required or who can not identify the features

applicability see landa 1974 of sentences which make application of a
given sentence combining rule either appro-
priatean example of the first problem is a

this secondor inappropriate problem
of as a second language whostudent english is the more perplexing one for the student

A math example may help illustrate the
importance of coming to grips with teachingCONTENTS a rules true domain of applicability see
Scscandurascandaraandarascandera 1973 p 173 suppose I1 give a

two causes for misapplication student a neat rule for summing a long arith-
meticof language rules number series such as 471013by david C butler page I11 n or 1161116 n the rule is add ththee

reflections of a language learner
by beverly mcleod page 2 dr butler is instructional psychologist

and coordinator of off campus programs
some games for teaching for the division of communication and
beginning TESL language arts BYUHCBYU HC he has a dual

by judy E winn bell olsen page 6 background in linguistics and instructional
sentences by retrieval design having completed an MA in linguis-

ticsby yao shen page 10 as an east west center student at the
university of hawaii and a phd in in-
structionalgenerating language through psychology at the brigham

media young university in utah
by linda new levine page 12

instant involvement those first term in the series to the last term divide

valuable first minutes in by 2 and multiply the result by the number
the ESL classroom of terms in the series FL an21n2n we

by alice C pack page 15 might assume the student has mastered all
he needs to know when he has demonstrated

continued on page 4



page 4 TESL reporter

Missmissapplicationmissaddlicafionn of0 languagelonLanQuade rules
1continuedfromcontinued tromfrom pagepagep&ge 1

the ability to sum any arithmetic number you are talking to the president of a large
series we give him but notice the artificial company and he tells you that he used to be
nature ofthisorthisof this task in the real world no one the janitor Is the following question appro-

priatefeis going to be around to tell our student which how long have you been janitor
number series are arithmetic and which are
not the rule given above will not work at student
all for series like the following 248 im not sure

1632 n or 371531 n it is
obvious that the student must learn some teacher
kind of procedure for identifying the indi-
cative

this question is not appropriateyouappropriate You are
features of situations where the rule telling the company president that you think

given above is appropriate if those features he is still the janitor
are not present then he must search for some
other summing rule in the case of the rule at this point the teacher might want to
given above the indicative feature is whether review or introduce the operational com-

ponentor not there is a constant numerical difference of the rule
between terms in the series

teacher
in an actual lesson for teaching present in this lesson youre going to learn about

perfect tense to intermediate students of forms such as have been have worked has
english as a second language the teacher studied and so forth then you will learn
might begin by pointing out the need for when to use these forms notice the chart on
instruction the board labledcabled present perfect when we

ask how long have you been a member ofteacher the club or say she has studied piano forin this lesson going to solve theyoure five years we are using present perfect
following kind of communication problem notice that we use has with subjects like he
this is the situation you go to a club meeting she it mr davis the student but with
and meet one of the members Is it appro-
priate

subjects like I71 you they we mr and mrs
to ask him the following question davis the students we use have

how long have you been a member of the
club now you should be ready to teach the
student decision making capability scandura 1973

its appropriate p173p 173 which is necessary for correct use of
the present perfect you need to teach the

teacher two indicative freaturescreaturesfreatures for this rule previous
youre right listen to another example action AND current relevance
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teacher in an exercise in Crycrymesines james smith
and taylor 1974 p 89 one finds the

when do we use the present perfect following sentence pair to be combined usingwe use it when a previous action point to that or to
time line chart on the board is directly re-
lated to the present notice there are two

SOMETHING the similar-
ity

he supposednecessary things previous action AND
between is heproverbs significantrelated to the present

listen to this situation john began playing supposed that the similarity between proverbs
is OR he supposed the similaritysignificantping pong three years ago he is still an active
between to beplayer listen to john ive played ping pong proverbs significant

100 finds thethen followingon page onefor about three years Is his statement
appropriate sentence pair to be combined using an ing

nominalization
some folk remedies may keep you from

student SOMETHING you would get sick some
yes folk remedies may keep you from getting

sick
teacher

thats right its a previous action and its suppose the student is in a situation where
also related to the present listen to another the appropriate rule to be used is not in-

dicatedsituation mark was a member of the blue key by the instructions for the exercise
club for one year he didnt like the club so unless we teach the student to identify the
he joined the red key club about six years features of sentences which make application
ago listen to mark 1I was a blue key for of a given rule either appropriate or in ap-

propriatejust one year then I1 have joined the red key propriate there is nothing to prevent him
club Is marks last statement all right from generating the following ungrammatical

sentences
student

it sounds funny he supposed the similarity between proverbs
teacher being significant

which of these is missing points to the some folk remedies may keep you from that
indicative features previous action AND you would get sick

related to the present while it is probably easier to teach the
student operational component of language rules the

its a previous action but its not related more challenging task of teaching a rules
to the present true domain of applicability must not be

slighted
teacher

very good

after students have demonstrated listening references
mastery for present perfect the teacher may
then proceed to design speaking activities Crycrymesines R G james L smith and H
where the communication setting makes it taylor developing fluency in english
either appropriate or inappropriate to use the 1974 prentice hall englewood cliffs
present perfect forms new jersey

instead of teaching the present perfect landa L algorithmization in learning and
suppose you want to teach students how to instruction 1974 educational tech-

nologyadd more information to their sentences publications englewood cliffs
through nominalization and embedding again new jersey
it seems important to teach not onlyorgy the
structural manipulation and word order
changes but also an explicit procedure for de-
termining

scandura J structural learning L theory
termining the set of situations to which the and research 1973 gordon and breach
sentence combining rules may be applied new york new york




